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411 Bi-Fold Door - Care Instructions 

To help ensure a trouble free life for your new Bi-fold doors, please follow these simple steps: 

- Keep fingers clear of all hinging areas while operating your folding doors. 

- Ensure any attached active door (if applicable), is folded 180o back against the next door 

panel before performing the folding operation of your Bi-fold door. 

- Open Out Bi-fold Doors 

o When opening your folding doors, as you operate the Twin-bolt lever, ensure one 

hand is used to firmly pull the doors inward with the Stainless Steel “D” Hinge 

handle. This will ensure the top & bottom bolts are able to disengage from the head 

& sill correctly. 

o When closing your folding doors, as you operate the Twin-bolt lever, ensure that 

one hand is used to firmly pull the doors inward with the Stainless Steel “D” Hinge 

handle. This will ensure that the top & bottom bolts correctly locate into the frame 

at the head and sill. 

- Open In Bi-fold Doors 

o When opening your folding doors, as you operate the Twin-bolt lever, ensure one 

hand is used to firmly push the doors outward. This will ensure the top & bottom 

bolts are able to disengage from the head & sill correctly. 

o When closing your folding doors, as you operate the Twin-bolt lever, ensure that 

one hand is used to firmly push the doors outward. This will ensure that the top & 

bottom bolts correctly locate into the frame at the head and sill. 

- When closing your Bi-fold doors check to ensure the Twin-bolts are retracted – this can be 

easily identified as when the Twin-bolt levers are in the horizontal position. 

- Use caution when laying timber decks or internal floor boards adjacent to the Bi-fold sill. 

Always provide adequate expansion gaps beside the Bi-fold Sill to allow for the natural 

expansion of the timber floors. Pressure on the Bi-fold sill can restrict door travel and 

possibly result in damage to the framing. 

- Do not obstruct the exterior sill drainage holes with tiles, concrete or other floor finishings. 

- Regular vacuuming of the Bi-fold Sill track is highly recommended – especially in sandy 

areas. Build-up of debris in the sill track can restrict door operation and will cause undue 

wear to the bottom rollers. 

Should you have any queries regarding your new Bi-fold doors, please contact Nu-Look on the 

number below. 


